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Abstract. Optical remote sensing is inevitable from cloud cover problems, especially in 

tropical country. Cloud cover could reduce the potential usage of the imagery, for instance it 

would be impractical to use it for land cover classification. The existance of cloud and it’s 

shadow in an imagery could hinder image analysis such as image transformation and image 

classification. Furthermore, cloud cover could reduce the obervable area of an imagery. 

Automatic or semi-automatic cloud masking is considered an effective means of removing the 

cloud cover. Threshold value in the cloud masking process is essential to provide a clean cloud 

removal.Cloud masking was conducted using Landsat 8 imagery, which has been through pre-

processing such as Top of Atmospheric (ToA) correction, Bidirectional Reflectance 

Distribution Function (BDRF) correction, and radiometric terrain correction. LAPAN’s 

(National Institute of Aeronautics and Space) cloud removal algorithm was used since it 

provide a semi-automatic procedure. Four threshold value options were chosen based on 

pixel’s statictics in cloud, cloud shadow, water, and other objects that are potentially identify 

as cloud or cloud’s shadow. Cloud was defined based on albedo value using visible channels, 

whereas the cloud’s shadow is defined based on Near Infrared and Short Wave Infrared 

bands.Four threshold combinations were successfully made based on three different 

acquisition date of Landsat 8 imagery. The best threshold value should be able to identify 

cloud and it’s shadow, but shows minimal effect to the objects resemble to cloud or it’s 

shadow. The result shows that the most effective threshold is, 1650 and 3600 for cloud, 11000 

for lower limit of shadow, 12000 for upper limit of shadow,  -1350 for a set of cloud shadow, 

and 900 for water. 
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1. Introduction 

Remote sensing data has been used extensively in many fields related to space on earth. The quality 

of imagery determines the potential usage, which differ from one to another remote sensing system. 

Some remote sensing system may experience a lot of noise, especially the optical remote sensing data 

inequatorial area. Sensor quality, platform’s position, topographical condition, and atmospheric 

condition are several factors that contribute to image quality (Purwadhi 2002). 

Landsat is one of many optical remote sensing data that is freely distributed. In a tropical country, 

such as Indonesia, cloud cover is the main obstacle of digital image processing (Asner 2001). The 

brightness of the cloud and the darkness of its shadow could cause inaccuracies in data analysis, such 

as image transformation, landcover classification, and landuse detection. The area that covered by 

cloud couldn’t be included in the analysis, since it would only disrupt the result. Therefore, the 

detection of cloud and its shadow is the first step for further analysis (Arvidson et al.2001; Irish 2000; 

Simpson and Stitt 1998). 
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Generally, there are two types of cloud, ie thick cloud (opaque) and thin cloud (semi-transparent). 

The thick cloud is relatively easier to identifiy, because of it’s high reflectance value in the visible 

bands. In the other hand, the thin cloud is relatively harder to identify, because there are a mixing 

between thin cloud and the objects below it (Gao et al. 2002). Cloud masking is a method that can be 

employed to remove cloud cover in an imagery, which focussed on cloud and shadow detection (Wang 

et al. 1999; Andre 2009; Orepoulus 2011, Kustiyo et al. 2012). Automatic Cloud Cover Assessment 

(ACCA) is acloud cover algorithm developed by Irish et al. (2006). ACCA can work well to estimate 

the percentage of overall coverage in a scene of Landsaat 8 imagery, but it can’t work effectively to 

determine the edge of the cloud, which could provide an automatic cloud masking process. Thus, the 

determination of threshold value of unwanted objects (cloud, shadow, and water body) plays an 

important role in cloud masking process. 

Cloud masking process using threshold value was proposed by Kustiyo et al. (2012), which utilized 

Visible, Near Infrared, Shortwave Infrared, and Thermal bands of Landsat 7. However, the method 

hasn’t been optimally impemented using Landsat 8 imagery. This paper discusses the optimal value of 

cloud cover masking algorithm on Landsat 8 by utilizing the algorithm by Kustiyo et al. (2012). 

2. Methods 

 

2.1.  Data 

Three Landsat 8 path/row 124/63 with different acquisition dates were used in this study in order to 

get a variation of clouds. The data were captured at (a) 2 Februari 2015, (b) 7 April 2015, and (c) 9 

May 2015 respectively. The first and second data have a larger cloud cover, ie 40.63% and 55.46%, 

than the third data which has 11.09% cloud cover. 

 
Figure 1. Map of the study area 

 

2.2. Pre-Processing 

Image pre-processing were done using three steps, which are (1) file format conversion to suit the 

software needs (*.TIF to *.ERS), (2) pixel resampling using cubic covolution method, and (3) 

radiometric correction using ToA-BDRF and terrain correction.  

ToA-BDRF was intended to obtain a reflectan value, which is more objective value for multidate 

imagery. C-Correction method was applied in terrain correction as described in Wu et al. (2004). 
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Terrain correction was applied to address terrain illuminati effect, in which the object located on slope 

that facing the sun will receive more energy than the object in the other side of the slope (Furby 2010). 

2.3. Sampling 

The pixel value of cloud, cloud’s shadow, and other similiar objects (such as bareland and water 

body) were sampled in each scene. The variation of cloud based on the thickness was also sampled 

(Figure 1). Mean value of each sample was used to determine the threshold value of each object in 

cloud masking process.  

 

 

 
Figure 2. Example of sample taken on (a) thick cloud, (b) cloud’s 

shadow, (c) urban, dan (d) water body. 

2.4. Threshold Value Determination 

The algorithm developed by Kustiyo et al. (2012) needs several threshold for each unwanted object 

in image. In this study, thermal band was excluded from the algothm, the calculation of the clouds 

temperature was not done, and also to maximize the usage of visible amd infrared bands. The 

following formulas were applied in the image: 

• Cloud Threshold. Similar object, such as bareland, waas taken as a consideration for 

determining cloud threshold.  

X2> DNa........................(1) 

(2*X1-X3)> DNb...................(2) 

Xi : Pixel value of band –i on Landsat 8* 

DNa : threshold value for albeldo cloud 

DNb : threshold value for bareland and cloud  

• Cloud’s Shadow Threshold. The following formula was used to determine the cloud’s shadow 

threshold: 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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(3*X4 + X5)< DNs...........(1) 

(X1-X4) > DNt.....................(2) 

Xi : Pixel value of band –i on Landsat 8* 

DNs : threshold value for the upper limit and the lower limit of cloud’s shadow 

DNt : threshold value for shadow-cloud edge 

• Water Body Threshold. The water body threshold was needed to separate water and shadow, 

by means of using the following formula: 

X4< DNw 

Xi : Pixel value of band –i on Landsat 8* 

DNw : threshold value for water body 

*Band 1 is blue band, not aerosol band 

A command prompt’s based software called L8INCASCSv4 was used to facilitate and ensure 

automation process. Though, the thresholds value from previous step were manually entered into the 

software. 

 

3. Result and Discussion 

 

3.1. Threshold Value Determination 

Table 1 presents four threshold scenario, which was combination of unwanted objects (cloud, 

shadow and water body). For instance, sample calculation was taken into account in determining the 

cloud GREEN/albedo threshold. Should the resulting value were 8600, 3165, 2290, and 5900, then the 

threshold is 2290 since the formula for albeldo is threshold < B2. 

 

Tabel 1. Threshold combination value for each unwanted object 

 
Cloud 

”GREEN” 

Cloud 

”HOT” 

Lower limit 

Shadow 

Upper limit 

Shadow  

Shadow-

cloud 

edge 

Water  

Threshold 

(1) 
1650 3600 10000 11000 -1350 900 

Threshold 

(2) 
1550 3200 11000 12000 -1200 800 

Threshold 

(3) 
1450 4000 9000 10000 -1000 700 

Threshold 

(4) 
1750 2900 8000 9000 -1500 600 

 

Figure 3 shows explicitly that threshold value 1450 is the best threshold for cloud albedo, without 

regarding other object such as urban features. The 1450 threshold was also the best for thin cloud 

identification among other thershold, especially 1750. However the selection of threshold value should 

be equal, not only good at detecting the cloud but also maintain other objects as well. By means of 

visual qualitative assessment, it is assigned that 1650 value gives a balance result. 
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(a)                      (b)                (c)  (d) 

Figure 3. Cloud Albedo detection on Landsat 8 with (a) 1650, (b) 1550, 

(c) 1450, and(d) 1750 thresholds 

 

HOT cloud detection as shown in Figure 4 could be effectively identified using 3600 threshold 

value, due to it’s capabilities to detect thin cloud and other non-cloud objects. Although the image is 

still contains haze, but not as overestimate as other threshold value.  
 

 
(a)                                    (b)                            (c)                              (d) 

Figure 4. HOT cloud detection on Landsat 8 with(a) 4000, (b) 3600, (c) 3200, and (d) 2900 thresholds 

 

The detection of cloud’s shadow distracted by the exitance of water body, since their pixel value is 

similarly low. The higher the threshold then the more potential of non cloud’s shadow object can also 

be detected. Based on Figure 5, the threshold value 8000 gives an underestimation of cloud’s shadow 

detection, but in the same time could separate water object and cloud’s shadow. 
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(a)                (b)                      (c)                         (d) 

Figure 5. Cloud’s shadow (lower limit) detection on Landsat 8 with (a) 

8000, (b) 9000, (c) 10000, and (d) 11000 thresholds 
 

The optimum threshold value for upper shadow detection should also preserve other non-upper 

shadow object. Figure 6 shows several threhold value, and the optimum value is 11000 since the cloud 

can be identified correctly without neglecting of other objects. 
 

 
(a)                (b)                                  (c)                              (d) 

Figure 6. Upper shadow detection on Landsat 8 with (a) 9000, (b) 10000, (c) 11000, and 

(d) 12000 thresholds 

 

Shadow detection were succesfully detected using -1350 threshold value. The higher threshold 

value would not cover all of cloud, while the lower threshold would gives an overestimate 

identification since it also detect non-shadow objects (Figure 7). 
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(a)                                  (b)                                (c)                             (d) 

Figure 7. Shadow detection on Landsat 8 with (a)-1000, (b)  -1200, (c) -1350, and (d) -

1500 thresholds 

 

The optimum threshold value for water identification is 900, since the result shows that not only 

deep water but also shallow water can be detected by the threshold. Though normally, deep water has 

a pixel value arround 500 in band 4 (near infrared band). Figure 8 presents the gradual result of 

threshold value 600, 700, 800, and 90 respectively. 

 

 

 
(a)                         (b)                      (c)                        (d) 

Figure 8. Water detection on Landsat 8 with(a) 600, (b) 700), (c) 800), and (d) 900 thresholds 

3.2. Automatic Cloud Masking  

There are 4 combination of thresholds (as shown in Table 1) which have been sorted based on 

visual properties. There are several consideration in determining the threshold value, due to pixel 

value similarities among particular objects. For instance, the similarities between cloud and bareland 

area and the similarities between water body and cloud’s shadow. Therefore, the threshold value must 

be carefully examined. 

The quality of each cloud masking threshold combination were examined through the resulting 

image, whether the result is over removal or under removal. In this case, the best threshold 

combination gives the balance between the preserved objects and neglected objects.Figure 9 shows 
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that thin cloud was very well removed using threshold 1 and threshold 2. Nevertheless, the four 

threshold combination were not optimum to remove thin cloud and it’s shadow.  

 

 
                         (a)                        (b)    (c)                               (d) 

Figure 9. Thin cloud removal using (a) threshold1, (b) threshold 2, (c) threshold3, and (d) threshold4 

 

Urban objects, which mostly composed of roof tile, has a similar pixel value to bareland. Moreover 

particular roof material has a high reflectance value, such as zinc roof, concrete roof and asbestos roof. 

This condition needs to be consider to determine which threshold is best suited. Threshold 3 can 

preserve urban object better than other threshold (Figure 10). Overall in the first Landsat (02/02/2015) 

threshold 1 gives the most satisfactory result, both to remove the unwanted object and preserve 

essential pixels.The second Landsat 8 image (07/04/2015) is quite the same with the first data. The 

most effective threshold combination is threshold 1. 

 

 
                           (a)                               (b)                             (c)                               (d) 

Figure 10. Urban objects preservation in (a) threshold1, (b) threshold 2, (c) threshold3, 

and (d) threshold4 

 

The third Landsat 8 (09/05/2015) image, which has the smallest cloud cover, was proved more 

difficult to remove thin cloud than two previous data (Figure 11). In this case, when the imagery used 

is relatively has a small cloud cover, then the threshold value could become ineffective. In other 

words, the well proven threshold of cloud masking in one image, not necessarily has the same result in 

other image condition or other image. 
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                             (a)                                    (b)                                    (c)                                    (d)  

Figure 11.  Thin cloud removal on Landsat 8 (09/05/2015) with (a) threshold  1, (b) 

threshold2, (c) threshold3, and (d) threshold4 

 

In term of removing cloud and cloud’s shadow threshold 1 and 2 give a satisfactory result, but in 

the same time also eliminates a bit of several other objects such as wetland, urban area, and bareland. 

Figure 12a shows the urban area object when all threshold were applied to the third Landsat 8 image, 

while Figure 12b shows the effects of each thresholds towards wetland area. 

 

a)  

b)  

Figure 12. Thresholds effects on (a) urban area and (b) wetland area using Landsat 8 (08/09/2015) 
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Table 2. Presents the rank of qualitative satisfaction measure in three Landsat 8 

image and four threshold combination. Meanwhile the complete result of cloud 

masking in each image can be seen in the closure. 

 Threshold 1 Threshold 2 Threshold 3 Threshold 4 

Landsat 8 (02/02/2015) *** ** * * 

Landsat 8 (07/04/2015) *** ** * * 

Landsat 8 (09/05/2015) ** ** * * 

*** satisfactory, ** less satisfactory, * not satisfactory 

 

5. Conclusion 

Threshold value of particular object, ie cloud, cloud’s shadow, and water, can be determined to 

achieve a satisfactory cloud masking result. Calculation of the threshold can be achieved using 

automatic cloud masking formula. All threshold were then can be combined in order to be applied in 

the imagery. From the experiment presented in this paper, two Landsat 8 image with cloud cover 

above 40% were succesfully executed using threshold combination 1, which consist of cloud albedo 

(1650), HOT cloud (3600), lower limit shadow (10000), upper limit shadow (11000), shadow-cloud 

edge (-1350), and water (900). Nevertheless, when the thershold combination was applied into the 

lower cloud cover image, the result was not so satisfactory. The later result bring assumption that the 

threshold value for cloud masking process could only be optimum to specific condition. Based on this 

experiment the differentiatiog factor is the percentage of cloud cover in an image. 
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Appendix  

1. Landsat 8 (02/02/2015) 

 
(a)     

 
(b)    (c) 

 
(d)                                                         (e) 

Information :(a) Original data, (b) result of threshold1, (c) result of threshold 2, (d) result ofthreshold 

3, and  (e) result of threshold 4 
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2. Landsat 8 (07/04/2015) 

 
(a) 

 
(b) (c) 

 
(d) (e) 

Information: (a) Original data, (b) result of threshold 1, (c) result of threshold 2, (d) result of threshold 

3, and  (e) result of threshold 4 
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3. Landsat 8 (09/05/2015) 

 
(a) 

 
(b) (c) 

 
(d)                                                                    (e) 

Information: (a) Original data, (b) result of threshold 1, (c) result of threshold 2, (d) result of threshold 

3, and  (e) result of threshold 4 

  


